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For one/two-semester junior-level conducting courses in department of Music. Designed for use with

mixed classes of instrumental and choral music majors, this competency-based student workbook

provides sound and practical hands-on procedures for beginning and advanced conducting

students. It features a broad repertory of musical excerpts, and-since most are reduced to a

four-part format-students can practice conducting skills and rehearsal techniques at each class

meeting. The workbook promotes self-directed learning by challenging students to attempt

conducting techniques as they arise in the music.
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The Fifth Edition of Basic Conducting Techniques provides sound, practical, hands-on procedures,

techniques, guidance, and materials for the beginning conducting class. Joseph A. Labuta, an

experienced musician and educator, employs a broad repertory of musical excerpts and scores,

most reduced to four-part format, which enables students to work with an ensemble of class

members to practice conducting and rehearsal techniques at each class meeting.  Features:  Along

with each carefully selected example from music literature are specific instructions keyed to the text,

identifying conducting problems the student must master to develop conducting skills. Excerpts

include orchestral materials, band scores, as well as choral music excerpts, choral scores, and

choral rehearsal techniques. Modular format for self-paced learning; provisions for ongoing student

evaluation, including rating scales, checklists, and analytical guides. Alternate approaches for use of



the materials provided to the instructor.  New to the Fifth Edition:  Transposed parts for the musical

excerpts in Part III. Examples of score analysis for students to use as models. More detail and

elaboration of instruction preceding the excerpts. A Mastery section for challenge and evaluation.

Additional photographs to clarify and model techniques.

Basic Conducting Techniques is a practical and innovative textbook that provides sound,

time-tested procedures and materials for the beginning conducting class. It features a broad

repertory of musical excerpts and scores from the standard literature, more varied selections for

class use than any other available source. Students and instructors have responded enthusiastically

to the hands-on, conductor-competency approach of this student-oriented textbook with its clearly

stated outcomes and performance tests for student guidance, actual conducting activities for

student learning, and varied musical examples for students to study, practice, conduct, and

rehearse. Since most excerpts are reduced to a four-part score format, students are able to work

with an ensemble of class members and can practice conducting skills and rehearsal techniques at

each class meeting. Thus, the book fulfills several major needs for teaching conducting in the

classroom setting. The student can study the text material and scores, and conduct a live

performing group using valid music. The musical excerpts consist of carefully selected examples

from the standard repertory which illustrate the conducting and rehearsal problems that students

must solve to develop conducting skills.   The fifth edition contains several new features to facilitate

use of text material: transposed parts for the musical excerpts in Part III; examples of score analysis

for students to use as models; more detail and elaboration of instruction preceding the excerpts; a

"Mastery" section for challenge and evaluation; and additional photographs to clarify and model

techniques.   Transpositions for B-flat, F, and E-flat instruments are included with the orchestral

excerpts that are keyed to the chapters. Transposed parts minimize performance problems and

save rehearsal time in classes of mixed instrumentation so that instruction can focus on the specific

conducting techniques to be mastered.   Chapter 12 contains complete examples of scores

analyzed and prepared by conductors with the "Three Basic Steps" of score preparation. Using

these examples as models, students can prepare themselves to take charge of the class performing

group and lead them through the assigned excerpts anal other scores they may conduct.   The

specific instructions that precede every excerpt in Part III help students integrate conducting

techniques as they arise in the music they are conducting, regardless of the specific focus of the

chapter they are studying. For example, the study of left-hand technique is the principal topic of

Chapter 9; however, students should begin to use their left hand for signaling dynamic changes as



early as the first excerpt in Chapter 2. Although the purpose of the learning modules as originally

conceived was to focus on a specific area of technique to be mastered, the intent was never to

exclude any techniques specific to the actual music studied and conducted. Research and

experience confirm that no one sequence of materials as presented in a textbook works for all

students. The sequence may appear logical to some author, but students' backgrounds and

experiences differ. The professional teacher/model remains the critical element in class organization

and sequence. In this workbook, students can start using appropriate conducting techniques as they

arise in the musical excerpts and as their competence increases. The detailed suggestions and

directions for excerpts are cross referenced to the chapters to guide students' conducting,

practicing, interpreting, and rehearsing.   A new "Mastery" section for score analysis (Chapter 12)

and rehearsal technique (Chapters 13 and 14) has been added. Some of the longer and more

complete excerpts have been moved to this section to challenge students and provide extra

incentive. These excerpts can be used by the instructor to evaluate student progress and assign

extra credit.   New photographs depict with greater clarity and accuracy many of the techniques the

students are to master. The photographs serve to supplement the instructor's important role as a

model for learning.   This text is appropriate for mixed classes of choral and instrumental music

majors. It contains musical excerpts, complete scores, and rehearsal techniques for both

instrumental and choral groups. Thus, it introduces instrumental conducting to prospective choral

directors, and choral conducting to prospective instrumental directors. Such versatility can be a

great advantage when pursuing music teaching positions.   The book also provides an excellent

review of conducting techniques for graduate students and practicing conductors.

I had to order this book for a class, and was pleased with the used copy I bought. Overall, the book

has an easy-to-read layout of how to progress in conducting patterns, instrument transposition keys,

foreign musical terms, and examples at the end to conduct to, as well as little quizzes at the end of

each section. I disagree with the placement of some of the chapters within the book, as well as a

few concepts I've read about, which is the only reason I gave it a 4 star.

When dealing for the first time with hitherto unknown parties, one can be apprehensive. So it was

for me, Ahveetee, when I embarked on a purchase of an academic text book from JPThoreson, via .

This leap of faith proved to be completely successful and fully reassuring. Everything promised was

performed. I will have no hesitation in engaging with  for future needs and heartily recommend them

to others.



Pleased with the book.

Very helpful!

I was very pleased with this product. I was in great shape, with little to no writing or highlighting

inside. I was a little disappointed that there was no CD to accompany the book, which I did end up

needing for my conducting class.

I needed this book for my conducting class and we used it every class period. It is a great tool for

beggining conductors and I will always keep it with me because it is still useful to this day.

Labuta has an awesome gem for conductors. Short chapters, but they are straight to the point.

Definitely recommended for undergraduate and graduate music students interested in conducting!

great book!
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